
 

  

Abstract-- The use of an Identity Management Architecture 
for Governments is emerging as a key concept in meeting 
the requirements for an effective information security 
architecture. This paper examines some of the current 
designs for Identity Management Architecture within the 
Australian Public Sector and extracts the common 
elements of these architectures. This paper describes the 
major elements of Identity Management and examines 
their use during implementation. It also discusses the use of 
an Identity Management Framework as a method of 
ensuring that the architecture is correctly defined at an 
agency level. Identity Management Architecture is a new 
research area where further research is required. This 
work should contribute to the further development of 
Identity Management models.  

Index Terms—Digital Identity Infrastructure, Identity 
Management Architecture, Identity Management 
Frameworks.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
In the Australian public sector, governments at Local, State 

and Federal levels have tried to rationalise Information 
Technology (IT) resources by providing a shared common IT 
resource across the Whole of Government (WoG). The aim of 
this rationalisation is to achieve economies of scale and more 
efficient use of certain IT resources. However, to achieve this 
rationalisation, governments have to grapple with the question 
of access to these resources. Governments are essentially left 
with two positions; they can set up new identities along with 
new authentication and access mechanisms for existing 
Government users to access these WoG resources, or they can 
implement an Identity Management system that allows existing 
Government digital identities to access the WoG resources. If 
governments choose the Identity Management solution then 
they are faced with the commitment to implement some form of 
federation between previously separate agencies. Governments 
also have to consider the possibility of Government to 
Government (G2G) access to certain basic resources, for 
example, health data, spatial data, infrastructure data, or 
similar.  
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The problem that is faced by governments is that there is 
currently no accepted model of an Identity Management 
Architecture (IdMA) that can be used to plan and implement a 
solution, particularly at a WoG level. This has lead to 
inconsistent approaches to the design of an IdMA that may 
prevent the implementation of a G2G Identity Management 
solution and federation. This leads to expensive and 
unnecessary duplication of resources or even more expensive 
proprietary solutions that attempt to join two disparate Identity 
Management solutions. 

This problem of Identity Management, along with the allied 
issues of design and implementation, pose particular problems 
for Governments in all countries. The Australian Public sector 
consists of a Federal Government with eight State and Territory 
governments. It provides a good example for study as the sector 
is not too large to be studied thoroughly. Each of the 
Governments has approached the same problem in a different 
manner, so a study of this sector provides a good benchmark 
that can be easily extended to similar public sectors in other 
countries. It should also provide a standard for Industry as the 
same problems, although with a different emphasis, also exist 
for commercial enterprises.      

The existence of an IdMA is of importance to both 
academics and practitioners. The use of an architecture for 
Identity Management ensures that the solution will address the 
problem in accordance with the enterprise’s policies. The 
description of an IdMA provides both academics and 
practitioners with a common starting point on which to base 
further research and implementation plans.  

 This research examines the documented designs of a 
number of Identity Management solutions in the Australian 
Public Sector. It also included a series of interviews with 
officers of the public sector agencies to determine the 
effectiveness of these designs. 

II. BACKGROUND 
The terms Identity Management, Identity Management 

Architecture [1] and Identity Management Frameworks [2] are 
not clearly defined within the literature. The literature 
concentrates primarily on the technical aspects of security, 
authentication and access control to the virtual exclusion of all 
other aspects of Identity Management [3-5]. 

An Identity Management Architecture (IdMA) is defined by 
Windley [1] as ‘…a coherent set of standards, policies, 
certifications and management activities…aimed at providing a 
context for implementing a digital identity infrastructure that 
meets the current goals and objectives of the business’. An 
Identity Management Framework (IdMF) is a structure of 
processes and workflow that implements a digital identity 
infrastructure within an Identity Management Architecture.  
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There is therefore a need to examine current practice in the 
area of Identity Management. This examination of current 
practice will help to determine if a common framework can be 
discerned from the design and implementation of Identity 
Management in an enterprise. This research is expected to show 
that the designs and implementations studied use some 
common elements that together can constitute an Identity 
Management Architecture. This research is also expected to 
show that these designs either did not have an Identity 
Management Framework specified or did not produce one as 
part of their Identity Management Architecture. 

The scope of this examination is Identity Management 
solutions that have been implemented within the public sector 
in Australia. The scope is restricted to the examination of the 
design of the implementation and does not consider 
implementation details. The study specifically excludes any 
details of security implementation in any of the designs as well 
as any consideration of third party or public access to the 
implementation. These exclusions were necessary to preserve 
the security of the various designs and implementations. The 
issues of both third party access as well as public access to 
public sector resources will need to be considered in future 
research. 

 The WoG architectures were also examined to determine 
how they would be able to federate between agencies. The need 
to consider federation is evident from the needs of governments 
to combine services in order to provide consumer access. 
However, the proposed introduction of E-Health records for 
Australian citizens may add an additional layer of Identity 
Management at a Federal level over any existing State 
implementations of Identity Management. 

III. METHODOLOGY 
The hypothesis that underlies this research is that a model 

can be discerned to describe the design and development of an 
Identity Management solution within the Australian public 
sector. This model was determined from an examination of the 
design of existing systems. This led to the selection of a 
multi-case explorative case study as the approach that was most 
suited to determining the facts.  

Although many of the potential elements of an architecture 
have been identified, there has been little rigorous, empirical 
evidence that identified the existence of an architecture. This 
research was designed to provide some detailed empirical 
evidence about the potential elements of an Identity 
Management Architecture and to develop this architecture as a 
potential model for Identity Management solutions.   

This research topic is relatively new. Considerable research 
has already been conducted into many of the technical aspects 
of Identity Management, but little research has been conducted 
into how an Identity Management solution is designed to be 
incorporated into a public sector enterprise. Eight Australian 
public sector organisations were selected for this study. These 
organisations were selected as they were the most advanced in 
design and/or implementation at the time of the study. It should 
be noted that not all organisations had actually implemented an 
IdMA at the time of the study. 

The specific case study methodology followed is the 
structured methodology advocated by Yin [6]and expanded by 
Gillham [7]. This study also used a grounded theory approach 
to develop an architecture for Identity Management [8].  

The cases were selected because they provide interesting 
points of comparison between each other. All cases provide 
examples of a centralised approach to the design and 
implementation of Identity Management, but the final 
outcomes differ from successful implementation across the 
WoG to a stage of continuing implementation or placing the 
project on an indefinite hold. Some of the cases provide 
examples of a top-down WoG approach while other cases used 
a WoG architectural approach within which agencies could 
develop solutions. Another case used an Agency architectural 
approach to develop a solution particular to the needs of that 
agency.  

The study collected data from each of the participating cases 
by analysing design documentation. Each design document was 
effectively reverse engineered to determine the components of 
the design and the ways that they interact [9]. This analysis of 
the documentation was then followed up with interviews with 
selected officers from some of the cases. 

The data from both the document analysis and interviews for 
each agency was analysed and the findings brought together in 
a cross-case analysis.  This analysis was designed to highlight 
any patterns and themes in the data as well as any significant 
differences in design. 

IV. CASE STUDY FINDINGS 
The case study examines the designs at two levels. It 

considers the WoG level that determines an architecture that is 
to be adopted. The agency level is then investigated to see how 
the WoG architecture is interpreted into a framework for 
implementation within the strictures and business requirements 
of an agency. This is contrasted with an agency framework 
where there is no overarching WoG architecture. 

 The WoG architecture was also examined to determine if it 
specifies a framework for use within an agency. The agency 
level of implementation was then examined to determine if a 
framework was used in the design and implementation and how 
that framework was adopted or designed.    

A. OBJECTIVES AND CONSTRAINTS 
There is a desire to save money and resources by sharing 

expensive and often duplicated resources and services between 
agencies. This is shown, for example, in two WoG 
implementations where both Governments planned to combine 
the individual agency HR resources into a single shared 
service. The aim was to provide a single HR service for WoG 
access. It is also planned to incorporate other similar services 
into such “Shared Services” agencies. The objective was the 
desire to save costs by combining similar services from all 
agencies. This would also maximise the efficient use of 
resources across the WoG. 

The other major aim was to provide a single place of contact, 
such as a portal, to allow citizens to access Government 
services. This aim is often referred to as “e-government”. 
However, the implication of this aim is that a system of Identity 



 

Management must be in place across all agencies in order to 
allow some type of federated access to resources and services.    

Other objectives that became evident were the need to update 
State infrastructure in order to prepare for future development 
and the possible need to share or access resources with other 
Governments. The need to increase security, particularly 
around identities that are used to access strategic resources was 
also seen as a motivating factor to move towards an Identity 
Management system.  

An Identity Management system was generally seen as both 
a protective as well as an enabling system. Some agencies were 
happy to use Identity Management to tighten up their approach 
to security, while others viewed it as a method of providing and 
receiving better access to resources. This view is probably the 
most penetrating and accurate observation about the usefulness 
of an Identity Management system. Protection and enablement 
could be considered to be the “Yin and Yang” of the system. 

The main constraints that were initially identified were 
related to budget and staffing levels to begin implementation. It 
was subsequently realised that each of the projects would 
probably continue for a considerably longer time than had been 
planned. This has led to a re-allocation of financial and staffing 
resources, along with adjusted time-frames, in order to 
complete the projects.  

B. ARCHITECTURE 
Each architecture was composed of a number of elements or 

components that are identified below. These elements are the 
basic building blocks of an architecture. Each of the 
architectures that were studied had a different emphasis on 
various elements of the architecture. Some architectures 
included nearly all elements, others only a minimal set. The 
elements were identified by examining the design documents to 
determine the major components in each design.   

The common elements that were identified in the design 
documents are: 

• Information and Data management. This element 
looks at the need to integrate the strategic data and 
information that the enterprise maintains into the 
Identity Management Architecture. It ensures that 
silos of data are not left outside the IdMA. This 
element was included by 70% of the designs. 

• Entity management. This element is concerned with 
the requirements for entity identification, verification 
and entity life-cycle management. This element was 
included in all designs. 

• Authentication management. This element brings 
together the requirements for the authentication of an 
identity. This element was included in all designs. 

• Access Control management. This element is 
concerned with providing access to the resources that 
an authenticated identity is allowed to access. This 
element was included in all designs. 

• Provisioning management. Provisioning is the 
process of allocating the access to specific resources 
to an identity. This element was included in 87% of 
the designs. 

• Credential management. Credential management is 
the process of issuing a specific set of credentials to a 
particular identity. Credential management should 
also contain provision of maintaining the life-cycle of 
the credential. This element was included in all 
designs. 

• Directory services. Directory services are often 
considered to be part of authentication management 
as they can provide a single point of authentication. 
Directory services were specifically mentioned in 
most designs and so are included in the list of 
elements. This element was included in 75% of the  
designs. 

• Meta-directories. Meta-directories may be used to 
synchronise data between different directory services 
and databases. They can also be used to assist in 
achieving federation between different enterprises. 
This element was included in 62% of the designs.  

• Governance. Standards Australia in AS8015 [10] 
states that Governance is the “…system by which the 
current and future use of ICT is directed and 
controlled”. The governance system should include 
both policy as well as audit functions to achieve these 
purposes. This element was included in all designs. 

• Privacy management. The issue of Privacy 
management of entities and their identities spans a 
number of elements including Entity management, 
Provisioning, Authentication and Governance. This 
element was included in 25% of the designs. 

The initial results of the study are shown in Fig 1. This figure 
shows the perceived importance of the identified elements of an 
IdMA both in the design documentation and also as a result of 
the interviews with various Government officers. This simple 
analysis shows that from a design viewpoint Access Control, 
Authentication, Credential management, Governance and 
Entity management are considered as essential IdMA elements. 
However, the interviews showed that the officers considered 
Privacy Management, Access Control, Meta-directories and 
Provisioning were of equal importance at 87.5% while 

 
Figure 1: Elements of an IdMA 



 

Information management and the use of Standards rated highly 
at 71.4%.  

Half of the cases (50%) saw that Information Management 
should be included in their architecture. Windley [1] saw a Data 
Framework as an integral part of an IdMA in order to properly 
integrate data and information into the business need and plans. 
Half the cases made no reference to their data or saw a need to 
consider it or its strategic value in their architecture. However, 
71.4% or officers saw a need for Information Management as 
part of the IdMA. The officers generally adopted an attitude 
that it should be a requirement for applications and databases to 
be integrated into the authentication framework. 

Half the cases (50%) included Provisioning in the 
architecture, but these cases also included aspects of 
Provisioning in their Access Control Management. This poses 
the question of whether provisioning is part of Access Control 
or a separate service? It also raises the question about the 
location of Provisioning. Is it actually part of an IdMA or is it 
really part of an IdMF that should be implemented at the 
Agency level? But some 87.5% of the officers saw 
Provisioning as an integral part of the IdMA. 

One of the more interesting results was that only 25% of 
cases included any requirement for privacy as part of the design 
of their architecture. However, 87.5% of officers stated that 
Privacy Management was a major concern and needed to be 
included in the IdMA. A number of officers also raised the 
point that privacy issues had caused some redesign and 
implementation changes to be made in their projects. 

The various project teams identified a number of obstacles to 
the adoption of an IdMA. These included: 

1. The lack of a process for the identification, 
verification and registration of users that is standard 
across agencies; 

2. The lack of a policy or process to ensure the 
uniqueness of user identifiers across agencies; 

3. The lack of a cohesive approach to credential 
selection, use, issuance and authentication across 
agencies; 

4. Some agencies rely upon third party credentials for 
user authentication; 

5. The lack of a formal approach to information 
classification and management. 

These obstacles were also viewed as an opportunity to create 
a central registry of Government employees by some 
Governments. The initial plans were for the implementation of 
centralised HR services at a WoG level. However, the actual 
implementation in two WoG cases finally pulled back from a 
fully centralised HR service, to a distributed HR model where 
the data is held centrally, but HR administration still occurs 
within the agencies. 

These obstacles also highlight a deficiency that was visible 
in all of the architectures to varying degrees.  Only 50% of the 
cases referred to Standards as part of their IdMA, while 71.4% 
of officers thought that Standards were an important part of the 
IdMA. These cases referred to a number of Australian 
Government Information Management Office (AGIMO) 
documents as the basis for their approach in certain areas of the 
architecture. There was little move to incorporate international 
standards such as ISO/IEC 27001 or ISO/IEC 17799, COBIT 

or ITIL into the architectures. Many officers indicated that 
agencies felt that the move to ISO/IEC17799 or ISO/IEC 27001 
certification was not worth the effort required. 

Governance was seen as an important element of the IdMA 
in all cases and by all officers. 

C. IDENTITY ADMINISTRATION 
Identity Administration is defined by White et al.[2] as 

“…the process of positively identifying an entity, determining 
the identifiers to be used and issuing credentials for future 
authentication. This process comprises a number of 
components: identification, verification, enrolment, life-cycle 
management and audit”. This definition allows a number of 
related elements of the architecture to be considered within the 
context of administration of an identity. These elements are 
Entity Management, Credential Management, and Privacy 
Management. 

All cases saw that both Entity Management and Credential 
Management were essential elements of an IdMA. However, 
only 25% of cases saw a need to include Privacy Management 
as part of their IdMA. But, 87.5% of the officers stated that 
privacy management was important. A number of officers 
indicated that privacy concerns and issues amongst staff had 
caused them to conduct some redesign of the Entity 
Management systems in order to counter these concerns. This 
redesign caused a number of changes to be made to the designs 
during implementation. The other interesting aspect was where 
Privacy Management was seen as being applied. Two of the 
cases saw that Privacy Management was part of Governance, 
while the other two cases saw it as part of Identity 
Administration. Three of the officers that had not included 
privacy as part of the IdMA reported that privacy was found to 
be a major concern of staff. As a result, privacy considerations 
and their management had to be added to their IdMA 
implementation. 

It can be argued that Privacy Management, to be effective, 
should be applied throughout the administration of the identity. 
If the administration of the identity is carried out in accordance 
with Privacy principles, then the maintenance of privacy for the 
identity will be maintained. Privacy management that is applied 
as an after thought or as part of a Corporate Governance audit 
that occurs infrequently may not be sufficient to ensure that the 
privacy of the identity is not compromised. 

D. AUTHENTICATION 
All cases, and officers, saw authentication as a critical 

element of an IdMA. As indicated above, the use of a Directory 
Service was also used by most cases (75%) and was seen by all 
officers (100%) as an integral part of an IdMA. Some 62.5% of 
the cases also saw the need for the use of meta-directories to 
provide a single, unified method of disseminating information, 
particularly user information, at the WoG level. Also, 87.5% of 
officers saw the need for meta-directories to disseminate 
accurate user information.  

All cases saw Directory Services as the means to ensure that 
a consistent authentication policy was applied throughout the 
agency involved. Two cases saw the use of a WoG 
authentication policy to apply to all subordinate agencies. This 
WoG authentication policy was to be deployed in these cases. 



 

However, both cases reverted to authentication at the agency 
level for identities rather than at the WoG level. This reversion 
was caused by implementation issues and some officers 
indicated that it was caused mainly by technical issues, 
although some reservations were expressed about the 
efficiency of the WoG authentication process. Two cases saw 
Directory Services as part of the technical implementation of an 
IdMF within an agency. This then raised the issue of where 
does each authentication occur? However, interviews with the 
officers revealed that in all cases (100%) authentication 
actually occurs at the agency level rather than at the WoG level. 

In a number of cases, the meta-directory at the WoG level 
was mainly used for the deployment of a WoG White Pages. 
The use of a meta-directory to provision the WoG White Pages 
was considered to be the definitive method of ensuring the 
continual and timely accuracy of this constantly changing 
information. This is an interesting occurrence as it shows that 
the implementation of an IdMA can lead to the development of 
applications that add further value to the business plan. 

E. ACCESS CONTROL & PROVISIONING 
Each of the architectures that were studied had a different 

emphasis on various components of Access Control and 
Provisioning. The components of Access Control and 
Provisioning that were identified by the cases are: 

• Application assurance levels; 
• Defined organisation roles; 
• Access control; 
• Automated provisioning; 
• Provisioning workflow. 

Half the cases (50%) included Assurance Levels in the 
architecture in order to determine what the level of 
authentication was required for access. Interestingly, only 
42.8% of officers agreed with this idea. Strictly speaking, the 
use of Assurance levels probably should be considered as part 
of a Data and Information Management Framework. 

Half the cases saw a need to define organisational roles as 
part of an Access Control framework. However, all officers 
saw the need for the definition of organisation roles. This needs 
to be considered in the context of the Access Control method 
that was chosen to be implemented. All cases stated that they 
would use an Access Control model, and six of the cases 
nominated Role Based Access Control as their preferred model. 
In this context, it makes sense that the officers saw the need for 
the definition of organisational roles. Most officers also 
mentioned the need for closer integration with the business in 
order to improve this process. Also, most officers were 
unaware of the existence of other models of Access Control 
other than Role Based Access Control.  

All cases included Provisioning in their IdMA, and all 
officers saw a need for automated Provisioning to occur. The 
officers were all quite concerned to ensure that de-provisioning 
was also seen as an integral part of Provisioning. All were 
concerned at the security issues raised in their own agencies by 
the lack of a consistent de-provisioning method.  

Only 50% of cases saw a need to consider workflow as part 
of an IdMA. However, 85.7% of officers saw workflow as an 
essential component of provisioning. Most officers saw that 
workflow also needed to extend beyond just the needs of 

provisioning and that the entire IdMF for an agency should 
have describe the workflow for the entire framework.  

F. DATA AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
Half of the cases (50%) saw that Data and Information 

Management should be included in their architecture and 
71.4% of officers saw the need for Data and Information 
Management within the IdMA. The officers argued that it 
should be a requirement that applications and databases should 
be integrated into the authentication framework rather than 
using individual application-based authentication and access 
control methods. The cases however, tended to concentrate 
upon data classification schemes and Assurance Levels 
designed to determine the sensitivity of information. This could 
be taken as implying that applications and databases should be 
integrated into the Authentication and Access Control 
frameworks, but it is not explicitly stated.     

G. GOVERNANCE 
All cases (100%) included Governance as part of their IdMA 

and all officers (100%) felt that Governance was an important 
element of the IdMA. Each case though mainly concentrated on 
audit as a principal means of Governance. One case indicated 
that it was setting up a real-time system to monitor 
authentication, but it did not indicate whether anomalies would 
be highlighted for further investigation. Discussion with an 
officer from the agency indicated that the system was originally 
set up to monitor authentication issues, but is now being 
enhanced to also monitor anomalies.  

Two cases saw the need to divide Governance into 
Operational Governance and Policy Governance. This is an 
interesting development as they saw Governance in two parts: 

• Operational Governance includes the monitoring, 
analysis and evaluation of operations. This would 
include audit logs, documented procedures and 
adherence to standard workflows into order to 
produce a series of consistent results throughout an 
agency or at a WoG level.   

• Policy Governance includes ensuring that an agency 
or WoG set of policies is consistent with the public 
policies adopted; ensuring that the adopted standards 
are applied to policies with an ISMS; ensuring that 
agreements, such as an Information Exchange 
Agreement (IEA) or memorandums of 
Understanding (MoU), are complied with. 

This division of Governance into operational and policy 
divisions should lead to increased security and a m uch closer 
alignment of operational issues with policy. 

V. DISCUSSION 
As discussed in Section II above, an IdMA has not been well 

understood within the literature. Windley [1] has been the sole 
voice for an architecture that encompasses more than just 
technical and security implementations. This view is borne out 
by the various architectures that were examined. None of the 
architectures specified technical implementations, such as PKI, 
nor did they specify exacting security requirements that had to 
be met. The architectures did lay down a series of principles 



 

and ideas that agencies were required to follow in their 
implementation of the IdMA. 

The list of elements discovered from the designs provides the 
basis for a common architecture that can be used for an Identity 
Management implementation. It is interesting to note that the 
officers gave each element an equal or higher score than those 
elements received from the different architectures. The officers 
were interviewed some time after either the implementation or 
a review of the architectural documentation. This difference in 
weighting of importance may reflect the officers’ attitudes to 
the architecture and their perception of its shortcomings.   

In any case, on what basis should a decision be made to 
include or exclude elements from the architecture? It could be 
argued that a score above 75% indicates a high probability that 
this element is essential to an architecture. But, the same 
argument can be made for any arbitrarily selected figure. 
Should that decision be made solely on the basis of the 
architectural documents, or should it be made on the basis of 
the officers’  
answers? It could also be argued that as the officers have 
actually had to implement an IdMA then they are in the better 
position to meaningfully comment about the elements of the 
architecture.  

The argument really revolves around the inclusion of the last 
four elements in Fig 2.  These elements — Provisioning, 
Information Management, use of Standards and Privacy 
Management — were all scored reasonably low in the 
architecture rankings, but all received reasonably high scores 
from the officers. Moreover, many officers commented on the 
lack of these elements, particularly Privacy Management. 
Based on this, it is my contention that these elements are also 
essential elements of an IdMA.    

It is interesting to note that no additional elements of an 
IdMA were identified by the officers.  

One point that proved to be quite interesting is that the plans 
for centralised WoG authentication services have been shelved 
in two cases. The implementation of a true WoG authentication 
service raised a number of implementation issues which could 
not be resolved in the short term. The result is that 
authentication now generally occurs at the agency level and the 
WoG Directory Service appears to be used only for the 
aggregation of identity data and to provide some WoG portal 
services. This situation may well change as the 
implementations proceed. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
The Case Study examined the Identity Management designs 

and implementations of eight Australian Public Sector 
agencies. These designs were studied both from a WoG as well 
as from the individual agency viewpoint in order to determine if 
a common underlying Identity Management Architecture 
exists. Each of the designs was also examined to determine if an 
Identity Management Framework was created for 
implementation within an agency. 

The study determined that there appear to be a number of 
common elements of an Identity Management Architecture. 
The original architecture of some of the designs was modified 
during implementation as a result of various issues that were 

raised during implementation. The most obvious of these was 
the need for Privacy Management to be included in the design. 
It was also found that the officers were more prepared to add 
additional elements to the architecture as a result of their 
experience with implementation. An Identity Management 
system was generally seen to be both a protective, as well as an 
enabling system for an enterprise.   

Although the technical aspects of various parts of an Identity 
Management Architecture have been well researched, there has 
been little research done in area of properly defining and 
integrating an Identity Management Architecture. This is an 
area of new research and it is essential that research be 
conducted into a foundation Identity Management 
Architecture.    

Similarly, there has been virtually no research done around 
the area of an Identity Management Framework for use as part 
of an Identity Management Architecture. The study has raised a 
number of points that indicate that the use of an Identity 
Management Framework would have simplified the 
implementation of the Identity Management Architecture. The 
use of an Identity Management Framework allows an Identity 
Management Architecture to be easily translated to 
implementation.     
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